Total mastectomy is not always mandatory for the treatment of recurrent breast cancer after lumpectomy alone.
To determine the treatment that offered the best local control for isolated local recurrences of breast cancer after lumpectomy without radiotherapy, the authors reviewed 355 patients initially treated by lumpectomy (with or without axillary dissection) without radiotherapy. Local breast cancer recurred in 79 patients. They underwent either repeat partial mastectomy (PM) or completion total mastectomy (TM). Twenty-four patients (5 TM, 19 PM) received radiotherapy. Local control was defined as the absence of further recurrence of breast or chest-wall cancer. The 19 patients treated with repeat PM and radiotherapy had an actuarial local control rate of 82% at 5 years. Those treated with TM (28 patients) [corrected] or TM plus radiation (5 patients) had rates of local control of 60% and 52% respectively. Although there were no significant differences between the TM and PM plus radiotherapy groups, the 27 patients who had a repeat PM without radiotherapy had a significantly lower rate of local control (32%, p < 0.005). Treatment of recurrent breast cancer with PM and radiotherapy is a viable alternative to TM for enhancing local control. Repeat PM alone gave much poorer results. The authors conclude that local cancer recurrences after lumpectomy alone do not necessarily require TM and can often be treated with repeat excision and radiotherapy.